Induction of endoplasmic reticulum stress by aminosteroid derivative RM-581 leads to tumor regression in PANC-1 xenograft model.
The high fatality and morbidity of pancreatic cancer have remained almost unchanged over the last decades and new clinical therapeutic tools are urgently needed. We determined the cytotoxic activity of aminosteroid derivatives RM-133 (androstane) and RM-581 (estrane) in three human pancreatic cancer cell lines (BxPC3, Hs766T and PANC-1). In PANC-1, a similar level of antiproliferative activity was observed for RM-581 and RM-133 (IC50 = 3.9 and 4.3 μM, respectively), but RM-581 provided a higher selectivity index (SI = 12.8) for cancer cells over normal pancreatic cells than RM-133 (SI = 2.8). We also confirmed that RM-581 induces the same ER stress-apoptosis markers (BIP, CHOP and HERP) than RM-133 in PANC-1 cells, pointing out to a similar mechanism of action. Finally, these relevant in vitro results have been successfully translated in vivo by testing RM-581 using different doses (10-60 mg/kg/day) and modes of administration in PANC-1 xenograft models, which have led to tumor regression without any sign of toxicity in mice (animal weight, behavior and histology). Interestingly, RM-581 fully reduced the pancreatic tumor growth when administered orally in mice.